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OUR FAMILY MEDIA STANDARDS
What is media? Media is information and entertainment produced for others to consume. Media

includes what we watch on TV, the radio, our computer or mobile device, in the movie theater or
what we view, listen to and share on social media apps. Media also includes what we read.

Media can be uplifting or degrading; it can inform or deceive. Media influences how we feel, think
and what we believe. That's why it's important for my family to intentionally choose the types of
media we allow into our hearts and minds.
Here are some examples to think about. On the following page, you can fill out your own My Family
Media Standards.
1. Develop a media value statement

Here's an example to get you started. Yours can be shorter or longer, more general or more specific:
In our family we thoughtfully and intentionally choose media and online content
to improve our lives; we carefully select the images, words and music we allow
into our hearts and minds.

2. Discuss the ways your family will decide which media to use to entertain and inform

What's appropriate and good; what's not? It's empowering to define your standards with your
family! Here are 5 examples--you can customize these to match your family's values.
"Our family watches and votes for media that does not objectify men nor
women."

People are more than their bodies and deserve to be treated with respect.
Repeated viewing of media that exploits people for their bodies can lead us to
see people as objects instead of human beings with feelings.

"Our family does not vote for or watch media that promotes bigotry."

Some media is racist or makes fun of other cultures, religious practices or
races. We want to treat all humans with the same respect we expect for
ourselves.

"Our family watches and votes for media that is not sexually arousing."

Sexual feelings need to be controlled and used for developing a loving,
committed relationship like marriage.

"Our family does not watch or vote for media that glorifies violence."

Watching extreme and repeated violence con desensitize us to the pain people
feel when they get hurt and decrease our ability to empathize with others.
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4.
When we are with friends and media that doesn't meet our values comes on,
we can respectfully say NO. Here are some examples:
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protecting our
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POWERFUL TOOLS TO RAISE
PORN PROOF KIDS
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“

As a psychologist and
a mother of four, I
can’t recommend this
book highly enough.
Pornography is a fast-track
to depression, anxiety, and
unhealthy relationships
between males and
females, Parents need
to understand that their
kids are being exposed
to porn at a younger age
than they realize...your kids
will rarely tell you what
they saw. We need to GET
AHEAD OF THE CURVE by
reading this book to them
and discussing what they
need to do if they stumble
across porn.

”

MARY, AMAZON REVIEW
OF GOOD PICTURES BAD
PICTURES: PORN-PROOFING
TODAY’S YOUNG KIDS

Find out more at protect
youngminds.org/books
or on Amazon

